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Six Steps to Prepare a Science Fair Project 
 

 

1. Selecting a Topic – Check the “Topics List” for your grade level.  Choose something that 

you are interested in and want to learn more about.  Talk to teachers, parents, or librarians for 

ideas.  A hobby might lead to a good topic.  Don’t forget to look through science books, 

magazines, or visit museums for ideas. 

 

2. Research – After the topic has been selected, start the research process. Encyclopedias will 

provide an overview of your topic.  Go beyond that and collect information from books, 

magazines, and the Internet.  Contact experts or companies that might be able to supply 

information.  If you are in grades 6 – 8, write your report.  You must use 5 sources for your 

report.  If you got your project from a website or book, that does not count as one of your 5 

sources. 

 

3. Purpose and Hypothesis – The purpose is a brief description of the problem you are 

investigating or the question you hope to answer.  The hypothesis is an educated explanation 

as to what you think will happen. 

 

4. Experiment – Plan and organize an experiment.  Perform the experiment under controlled 

conditions.  Keep careful records in a special notebook (logbook) that is used only for this 

project. 

 

5. Abstract and logbook – An Abstract is a report to give the judges a quick overview of the 

project.  It should be no more than 250 words.  The logbook or journal should contain day-

by-day notes on the progress of your project.  A logbook and abstract are optional for grades 

K - 5, and required for grades 6 - 8. 

 

6. Exhibit – This is the visual presentation of your project so prepare it carefully.  Use graphs, 

charts, and clear bold lettering to highlight this display.  Include pictures taken during your 

experiment on your display board.  Only the display board, logbook, abstract, and report will 

be exhibited at the fair.  Do not put your name on any part of your display. 

 

 

Please note that all measurements are to be logged and displayed in the metric system. 

 

Use of live animals or human subjects (including surveys) as part of your experiment is 

strictly prohibited. 

 

Projects involving the testing of antibacterial products or disinfectants, the growth of 

molds, or the growth of bacteria are prohibited. 

 

There is no Consumer Science (Product Testing) category. 


